Overview of
Pharmacy Module

Kit Check’s optimized pharmacy module helps staff close
more loops during reconciliation in both the pharmacy care
area as well as the patient care area. The new module
incorporates data sources from wholesaler files and
narcotics vault files, giving more visibility to other controlled
substance transactions. Examples of these are medication
orders and medications loaded into the vault, medications
dispensed, and admins in the EMR, among many other
everyday occurrences.

How to Use Audit Table

The audit table within your pharmacy module
is a powerful tool that identifies when there is
a mismatch between wholesaler invoices and
loads of controlled substances into your
narcotics vault. Users can upload existing
canned reports from wholesaler and narcotic
vault systems and Bluesight will perform an
immediate accounting to identify documentation
variances. These variances can be reviewed
immediately and further investigated to identify
and remedy any issue.
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Module Initiation & Onboarding

Kit Check’s industry-leading technology in this module offers a frictionless user
experience that allows pharmacy staff to close more reconciliation loops while extracting
accurate data. Because our goal is ease of use, the module is easy to integrate with your
existing workflow and may only require user mapping and permissions, all of which can
be granted by your IT team and with the help of a Kit Check customer service
representative. We are at your service to achieve a simple onboarding process and
answer questions along the way.
● Provides 100% closed-loop reconciliation between
pharmacy care area and patient care area
● Facilitates wholesaler and narcotic vault reconciliation
from existing hospital pharmacy data
● Discover event-matching data analytics via Audit Table
● Useful for Directory of Pharmacy, Pharmacist, Clinical
Pharmacist, and Pharmacy Technician
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